CHAPTER 3

Nature’s forge and mechanical production

Writing, reading and performing song

Elizabeth Eva Leach

The forge was an important locus of ‘making’ in the Middle Ages, providing a metaphorical space for procreation, poetic creation, musical composition and – because of its coordinated production of sound – musical performance. That artistic creativity in various media is linked to a site of mechanical (if skilled) production usually involving several craftsmen, allows medieval creativity both to be seen as a collaborative practice and also to be inflected significantly by ideas of copying and imitation. Medieval song is thus a dynamic form that comes into full being only through a series of collaborative and performative processes that have their own implicit rhetoric and that are themselves subject to thematization and play within the corpus of composed works that have come down to us. This essay first explores the forge as a creative and performative space before examining one such thematization of the forging of song: Jacob Senleches’ double balade, *Je me merveill/J’ay plusieurs fois*. The modern(ist) assumption of composers writing pieces that are then interpreted, realized or even merely executed by performers will be discarded in favour of viewing the musical trace as a series of more or less precise memorial *notae* from which trained singers invent a collaborative (simultaneous) performance. The modern concept of ‘distributed cognition’ will be used to describe this creative interaction of composer, notation, singers and memory, and to gain insight into the totality of the song’s rhetoric.

MEMORY, THE FORGE, INVENTIO AND THE MECHANICAL

The image of artistic creativity taking place in a mint or a forge, through a mechanical process of stamping, minting or coining, has roots in late antiquity. In the Middle Ages it relies on the way in which natural procreation was already figured within the threefold hierarchy of creativity found in writers from Chalcidius to William of Conches. In this
hierarchy, only God truly creates; nature’s laws carry on God’s creation by producing more creatures, and human artistic creativity strives – ultimately in vain – to imitate nature. Nature is most commonly personified as God’s sub-vicar, turning out creatures in a forge according to the divine plan, as, for example, in the work of the twelfth-century Chartrist, Alan of Lille. Human art – usually synecdochically represented by poetry – is adulterate, third degree creativity, but is modelled on that of Nature and thus shares in the image of the forge as its locus of the creative act. Contrasting nature and art in his continuation of the Roman de la Rose, whose Lady Nature is heavily indebted to Alan of Lille’s, Jean de Meun notes that Art takes Nature’s ‘coins’ as her models but ‘her understanding is so weak and bare that she cannot make living things, however natural they seem’. Nevertheless, artistic creativity is something to be celebrated because, as Alan of Lille (citing Boethius) notes, ‘of all things composed of matter and form only the human mind has ever been able to stamp names upon things as it willed’.

Although it is figured as a mechanical process, artistic creativity was an intrinsically human activity. As Mary Carruthers has noted, medieval people do not ‘have’ ideas, they ‘make’ them, much as medieval workmen make things in their more literal forges, using machines as tools. Memoria serves as the machine for that creativity, for that part of memory called inventio: While it is viewed as mechanical and physical, the medieval art of memory is not about rote memorization, but is instead a compositional art involving things we might more readily term creativity and imagination. That is, memory is a machine for making images through mechanical reproduction without that meaning unthinking, rote memorization. The memory creates artistic products much as a forge stamps coins and in both cases this image of mechanical reproduction is ultimately human, collaborative and can go awry.

Although the mechanical and artificial might now be held to be antithetical to the human, for premodern societies machines were fully human: Augustine says that knowledge is itself a kind of machine. This brings ideas forged ‘mechanically’ from memory closer to what we would call ‘cognition’ since the process involves emotion, imagination and cogitation within recollection. Moreover, the making of cognitive pictures is not literally mimetic: the pictures that function as memorial notae do not literally copy the things they are of, but are rather a verbal–visual mix that can be as arbitrary as we would now consider the linguistic sign.

It was not negative to see inventio as a mechanical process – a form of reproduction, and the human body itself was seen as a mechanism – not
in the materialist and secular eighteenth-century sense, but quite literally reflecting the ingenuity of design in God’s creation.\textsuperscript{8} In music theory treatises, too, the whole human body – the natural instrument producing the sound of song – is sometimes referred to as a machine.\textsuperscript{9} In Alan of Lille’s story, Nature’s forge malfunctions thanks to the subministrations of a meddling Venus; like Nature’s creative arena, the human forge, too, was always at risk of going wrong.

**Creation and Procreation: The Moral Ambiguity of Memory**

Since Nature’s creativity is focused on producing the creatures of the sublunar world, it is a picture of procreation. Nature’s law allows animals to mate and continue their species. In Latin, the sparks that fly from an anvil when struck by a hammer were referred to using the word ‘seed’ (*semina*), the same used for the ‘spark of life’, semen. This idea derives from neo-Platonic thought transmitted from late antiquity to the Middle Ages via epitomists and commentary writers. For example, Macrobius’ fifth-century Commentary on the *Dream of Scipio* notes that ‘Once the seed has been deposited in the mint where man is coined, nature immediately begins to work her skill upon it so that on the seventh day she causes a sack to form around the embryo, as thin in texture as the membrane that lies under the shell of an egg, enclosing the white.’\textsuperscript{10} When coining is an image of sonic or linguistic artistic expression, the image on the coin is a name. When coining figures Nature’s sexual creativity, the images stamped on the creatures coined in Nature’s forge are their faces, their identity and their lineage.\textsuperscript{11} Active masculine hammers creating life with seeds produced from their contact with passive feminine anvils fitted medieval medical ideas of sexuality and gender roles perfectly.

Between the phallic hammer and the passive sounding-block of the anvil is desire (often symbolized in pictures of Nature’s forge by heart-shaped bellows or blazing furnaces). In Alan of Lille’s *Complaint of Nature*, Lady Nature explains how she trained Venus to help her in the process of forging God’s creatures and how Venus contravened Nature’s rules, pairing the wrong hammers with the wrong anvils and even hammers with hammers. Alan describes procreation using grammatical imagery, the grammar of hammers and anvils. In his extended metaphorical equivalence between human procreation and poetic creation, the process of production in both cases is dangerously open to lustful distraction.\textsuperscript{12} He
implies that human art cannot convey truth in a way free from the influence of man’s corrupting nature because human perversion is manifested in language as well as in sexuality.\textsuperscript{13} It is unsurprising that, like the machine for procreation, the machine for creation – memory – can also malfunction. Like other forms of mechanical reproduction, remembering can be led astray, it can be distracted. In mnemotechnical terms this does not lead necessarily to a failure of memory – to forgetting – but rather to its disorder, \textit{curiositas}.\textsuperscript{14} This is not a disinterested Ciceronian curiosity for knowledge, but an ocular kind of fornication, Augustine’s ‘lust of the eyes’; for Thomas Aquinas it is opposed to intellectual study.\textsuperscript{15} Throughout the Middle Ages, singers are frequently urged to renounce this \textit{curiositas}, which for them manifests itself in the pursuit of novelty, the over-elaboration of chant in performance, and the use of high pitches and excessively wide vocal ranges within a single melody.\textsuperscript{16} Such singers are accused of sexual impropriety, lasciviousness, or turning Lady Musica into a harlot. They fail to employ their human capacity for reason in favour of deploying an ability to perform that is completely ungrounded in theoretical understanding. They do not learn anything, but merely copy the outside effect of the music-making of others.\textsuperscript{17} One significant element in the theoretical foundations that such mere singers lack is symbolized by the forge itself. This is not Nature’s forge, but one in which the proportions of musical consonance were discovered, by either a passing Pythagoras or the smith’s biblical brother Jubal.

According to the neo-Platonists the rational principles of music were discovered by chance one day when Pythagoras was passing a blacksmith’s shop. The sound of the smiths’ different hammers striking in alternate and regular succession seemed to give musical intervals. Asking the men to swap hammers allowed Pythagoras to rule out the variables of speed or force of striking. He then recorded the weights of the hammers, eventually concluding that harmonious tones are produced according to a proportion of the weights: 6:8:9:12.

This story was reported by over a dozen classical authors and transmitted to the Middle Ages principally through the writings of Macrobius and Boethius. Certain writers rejected Pythagoras’ pagan discovery in favour of a biblical one by Jubal (sometimes called Tubal), whose brother Tubal Cain was a blacksmith.\textsuperscript{18} Some writers combined both stories, reasoning that Jubal got there first and that Pythagoras was just a post-diluvian Johnny-come-lately, rediscovering principles that had once been known.\textsuperscript{19}
The forge is therefore not just a place in which Nature procreates and poets create, but is also a symbolic location for the origins of the true understanding of the fundamental principles of musica. In effect Lady Nature’s forge producing creatures is also Lady Musica’s forge producing songs. Such an inference is made in Guillaume de Machaut’s *Remede de Fortune* (before c. 1356). After attending a sumptuous dinner with his lady, the lover-protagonist chronicles the various forms of after-dinner relaxation offered to the guests. The very beautiful room (‘chambre mout belle’) to which the company retires contains musicians who are:

Milleurs assez et plus sciens  
En la vieus et nouvelle forge  
Que Musique qui les chans forge,  
Ne Orpheüs, qui si bien chanta  
Que tous ceaus d’enfer enchanta  
Par la douçour de son chanter.

[better and more knowledgeable in the old and new forge than Music, who forges songs, or Orpheus, who sang so well that he enchanted all those in hell by the sweetness of his song.]

These musicians are better singers than Orpheus and better at forging music than Music herself. The published translation interprets ‘forge’ as a reference to the composition (writing) of music in contrast to the singers’ singing of it. In modern musical practice we are used to composition and performance being distinct practices with different practitioners, one ‘making’ in notation (writing), the other ‘making’ in sound (performing). However, this division does not hold well for the Middle Ages, when the role of composer was a more specialized component of being a singer and when neither singing nor composition relied largely on notation. Yet in the late medieval context, newly available elaborate forms of music-writing played with their own possibility to prescribe practice, and with the ambiguity of creativity that song’s written and sounding states enabled.

A verbatim performance from late medieval notation is not possible, because the notes underprescribe certain elements of the music (of the pitch content in particular). The placing of pitches on a heightened staff (a set of lines signifying relative pitches) seems to fix them, but the translation of this into sound cannot be achieved without a memory of the relative difference between the pitches that are represented. The relative intervals of an individual singer’s part will be adjusted further on account of the counterpoint of the sounding polyphonic whole. The realization
of these elements thus relies on the memory and education of the highly trained singer, who reads the arbitrary representation of sounds in graphic symbols – the memorial notae of musical notation. In a polyphonic song, the singers collaboratively invent the harmonies in performance, using a shared external memory (made up of written notae) that has been provided by a single individual (the composer). Only by remembering the sounds of particular intervals can the singer attempt to render his or her notation into sound. Only by responding to the sounds of the other singers (whose notated parts the individual singer cannot follow at the same time as his own) can the singer make decisions about the precise interval content of his or her own melody.

It is both because memory is a machine for making – for inventio – not a rote memorization of the thing made, and because writing is an external kind of memory, that the relationship between notation and its musical performance is similar to the relationship between human memory (the machine for inventio) and the rhetorical performances that it generates. In creating a written artifact – the notated music – the composer is merely providing something that provides a schedule for the initial performance and an external memory of the piece for later performances, which the singers (who probably included the composer in the earliest performances of most pieces of music in the Middle Ages) can use to invent (that is, to discover, to reveal or to find) the song again.

The poems of the double-texted song by the late-fourteenth-century harpist and composer Jacob de Senleches, Je me merveil/J’ay pluseurs fois, present two singers who deplore the state of contemporary music-making. Their shared refrain text – the moment of nodding verbal agreement between these two different voices singing at once – is presented as a canon (that is, the two upper voices effectively sing the same music as each other but with a small time lag between them). This highly ‘composely’ technique is accentuated in its written presentation by being hidden from view: the two voices use different-looking notations to signal these similar musical lines.

This song is a piece by a named composer, in a notational form that is highly intricate and thus presents itself as primarily a textual object, a work, and one whose performance has been read as referring involutedly to its own being. The assumption of most modern commentators on this piece has been that it is concerned with composing music in the sense of making it in writing, criticizing less able composers, and maybe even critiquing the very same modern (notational and musical) style that it exemplifies itself.
The focus on composition and composers in musicology has historically tended to result in the elision of performers in favour of a discussion of notated works. Musicologists have even talked about the way in which the composer-centred work concept that seems to have been born around 1800 caused the performer to be viewed as the instrument of the composer, mechanically following the increasingly precise notations that the composer leaves behind. On account of modern perceptions of mechanism, the performer then becomes a lifeless mannequin, only animated by the work. In part this is because the usual way in which we access music today presents performer-free sound, seemingly allowing unmediated communion with the music of the composer. But musicology is not alone in such emphasis on authors and works. Even within the discipline of theatre studies – whose performers are at least visible even when recorded – a similar treatment of plays as texts (and I am thinking here particularly of the Shakespearean canon) and focus on authors have only relatively recently come under sustained critique. One must probably conclude that the author-centredness of the academy (made up, as it is, of writers) has historically been the chief cause of the relatively scant regard accorded to performers.

As will be discussed below, the early modern theatre in fact makes an interesting point of comparison for medieval song in several respects: it is a collaborative performance act whose ‘text’ certainly has an ‘author’ but whose performed ‘work’ is somewhat flexible. It is also presented in a notation whereby each performer sees only his own part and must rely on aural cues that suggest certain ‘movements’ (in theatre these are cues or stage directions contained in the dialogue; in music, these are the succession of intervals between each upper-part singer and the tenor). Although writing is mentioned in the first stanza of Senleches’ cantus text, and the cue for the refrain’s ‘joke’ (see below) is based on very visual notational difference, any idea that the song voices only a composer (or composers) addressing amateur composers needs to be challenged. The central issue of this song seems, to me, to be more centrally the interplay between composer, notation and singers, especially when, as seems likely in this case, the medieval singers would have included the composer among their ranks. The hammer and anvil of the musical forge are not pen and paper producing textual coin, but tongue and teeth, two parts of the natural instrument of a singer, producing the sound of coin being struck. Senleches, like most music theorists who discuss these matters, most criticizes those who think they know about musical doctrine when they don’t, because learning is not just a matter for composers.
Far from criticizing his compositional rivals, Senleches’ song addresses the relationship between forging a song in writing as a composer and forging a song in sound as a singer – a relationship mediated by notation – in a period when the memory was a machine for invention, the mechanical was positively human, and being someone’s instrument was a culturally approved career choice. In short, I suggest that a song is less an object than a collaborative rhetorical process which binds the composer, notation, singers and listeners within a machine, whose workings – when going well – should mirror in sonic ratios those that medieval thinkers posited in the heavens.

Forging Song

In the earliest performances of this song it seems likely that the composer was also one of the singers. Unlike other songs of the period, there is no evidence that this song was widely distributed and perhaps it was never performed outside the composer’s immediate circle. The song is a double balade with three musical parts: it has a textless tenor part (probably sung wordlessly to a vowel, or perhaps played instrumentally) and two upper voices performed simultaneously, each setting a different three-stanza balade text but sharing the same refrain (the texts and translations are provided in Figure 3.1). Both the singers of the texted upper voices despair of ‘forging’ and want to give it up, as the refrain text explains, ‘because everyone is getting involved in forging’ [‘Puis que chacuns se melle de forgier’]. In the lower-pitched texted voice (functionally the ‘contratenor’ part) the speaker tells how he often used to make virelais and rondels for his own amusement, but now wants to stop completely ‘because everyone is getting involved in forging’. The only person who ought to forge, he maintains, is someone with such an acute understanding that one only knows how to ‘remake’ [refayre] what such a person fashions. But instead everyone wants to go first, saying ‘I know’ in order to praise his own doings and to blame others in what they do, and so the speaker wearily concludes that he does not wish to get involved any more ‘because everyone is getting involved in forging’. He reveals that some even go in secret to show their things to other people in order to get them properly finished [pour parfayre], although this is not done from good sense because such foolish wits have no clue whom to ask.

In the higher-pitched texted voice (functionally, the cantus), the speaker expresses his amazement at how often he sees someone who wants to get involved in copying [contrefaire] but fails to write the end or beginning.
Je me merveil aucune fois comment
Homme se vuelt meller de contrefaire
Ce dont n'escrit fi n ne commencement
Et quanqu'il fait, raison est au contraire.
Dorenavant voil ma forge deffaire:
Engluyme ne mertell ne m'ont mestier
Puis que chascuns se melle de forgier.

C'est soctie par peu devisament,
Car cel labour ne leur est necessaire;
Je ne di pas pour celuy qui aprent
Et qui connoisit s'il seit bien ou mal faire:
Celui doit on tenir a debonaire.
Mais je ne vuell plus faire ce mestier
Puis que chascuns se melle de forgier.
Quant on leur dit leur vice evidament,
Qui cognoscent, se ne leur puet il plaire:
Il respondent molt ourguelleusement,
Il doinent aus nouvel ne sont exemplaire ...
Puis que chascuns se melle de forgier.

I am sometimes amazed how man wants to get
involved in composing [contrefaire] that of
which he does not write end or beginning, and
all that he does, reason is contrary to it. From
now on I want to dismantle [deffaire] my
forge – neither anvil nor hammer have need of
me,because everyone is getting involved in
forging.

It takes little reckoning to know it is folly,
because this labour is not necessary for them. I
am not talking about someone who studies and
who knows if he can do it well or badly: such a
person one must deem good [debonaire]. But I
do not want to do this business any longer,
because everyone is getting involved in
forging.

When one tells them of their evident vice,
which they know, although it cannot please
them, they reply most proudly, saying that they
have no doctrine other than doing it! They give
newcomers a foolish example, which is why I
shall make soup in a basket [i.e., be engaged in
an enterprise doomed to failure], because everyone is getting involved in forging.

Only he should forge who has such acute
understanding that the knowledge of everyone else is
limited to copying [refayre] his example. But
everyone wishes to go first saying 'I know' so as to
praise his own business and to blame others in what
they do. So I do not wish to get involved any more,
because everyone is getting involved in forging.

There are those who go secretly to show what
they've done to others so as to complete them. This
is not done with surety nor from good sense
(although one might displease them), but a foolish
wit does not know where to go. This is why I must
knock it on the head;° because everyone is getting
involved in forging.

° The literal sense of the idiom here is obscure, but
the meaning is clear.
and disregards reason in everything. He vows henceforth to dismantle his forge – neither anvil nor hammer has need of him ‘because everyone is getting involved in forging’. He implies that his own forging has involved a lot of labour for scant reward, labour these upstarts eschew. He specifically exempts from his critique those who put in the effort to learn good from bad, but denounces those who, when told of their errors, proudly reply that they have no training other than the very act of making songs (with this ‘making’ being unspecified as to whether it is through composing or singing).

Several of the terms here present problems of translation, but it is clear from the fact that the speaker of each poem himself forges in his forge and says that only the most acute understanding should attempt it, that ‘forge’ carries none of its modern associations of counterfeiting or duplicitously copying but rather signals – neutrally – the act of making, which can be done well or badly, with rational doctrine or without. But, like the forges of Nature (and Venus), or the machine of memory, the musical forge can become disordered if insufficient reason and understanding are exercised. The word ‘contrefaire’, similarly, is less negative than its modern equivalent, which is why I have not used the term ‘counterfeit’ in the translation. In this period it refers, as Stephen Perkinson has shown, to the copying of the outer appearance of a thing (rather than its inner essence).33 While this might mean that the thing thus copied has the capacity to deceive, its fourteenth-century uses are closer to the idea of mindless (irrational) mimicking or mirroring than to the modern concept of duplicitous counterfeiting.34 In music, the uses of the prefix ‘contra’ (Latin), ‘contre’ (French), or ‘counter’ (English) frequently imply not the faking of something, but rather something’s counterpart. This is the sense of the prefix in counterpoint (‘contrapunctus’) – a musical technique in which a note in one voice is placed against (that is, simultaneously, and in harmony, with) a note in another. This is also the sense of the contratenor voice part as it relates to the tenor. The ‘contratenor’ is not a specific voice type (it is usually in the same pitch range as the tenor and would thus similarly be sung by a tenor or baritone voice type), but a description of function.35 With a different word separation, the first two lines of the cantus here could even be read as saying that ‘I often marvel how a man who wants to make a contratenor part [vuelt meller de contre faire] has not written the end or the beginning of it.’ This might even relate to the then—contemporary vogue for providing existing songs with new contratenor parts, some of which are certainly of a noticeably lesser (or at least ‘different’) quality to the arguably authorial parts for the piece and
thus could represent the work of the unlearned composers that the song lambasts. The sense of ‘contrefaire’ is indicative of the fact that medieval creativity in this period was viewed as a continuum of productive incompleteness, with all texts effectively rewriting earlier texts.

**Forging Irony?**

The song’s texts participate in an irony found in lyric repertoire from the troubadours to Machaut and beyond – the claim *in sung performance* that one is not going to make music any more. The song’s notational and compositional features lend authority to the speakers of its texts, whose two voices are so congruent that they seem to represent a composite single voice, that of ‘the song’s maker(s)’ with an elision between the single maker represented by the composer and the several ‘makers’ who present the song sonically in performance. As a composed double balade, the song is already showing the forging of the speaker(s) of its text(s) to be highly accomplished. The way in which the song is written down adds to this attestation with the most central moment being the point where both voices have the same text – in the refrain.

The refrain, as already mentioned, is a musical canon – that is, the singers don’t just sing the same text but one after another they sing the same music – giving the audible sense of a second singer copying or remaking the music of the first. However, the canon is notated differently in each voice, using different time signatures and various combinations of full black, full red, and void black note shapes: the two notations are visually distinct. This has led modern critics to see the rhetorical force of the song being that, however much the singers of the refrain think they are doing their own thing (because their notations look different), they end up copying one another. This fact is opaque to the singers looking at the notation, but is revealed in sound to the listeners. However, I think this interpretation rests on a number of misapprehensions. Only the second singer – the former maker of virelais and rondels who is now going to keep quiet – is actually copying; the first singer is a true author. Yet the two voices’ complete texts are saying broadly the same thing, so it would be hard to maintain that the first voice is the true artist and the second voice is one of those criticized (by both voices) in the refrain. Moreover, in a three-stanza piece, the fact of the imitation would not remain hidden from the singers, who are also listeners (and indeed have to listen to each other in order to sing correctly). Nor, as I discussed above, are they specifically or centrally criticizing imitation or copying. Rather they
are disparaging a musical (that is, singing or composing) practice, whose practitioners lack understanding of their performance’s theoretical basis, and blaming the misplaced pride of those who refuse to put in the mental work that making music (whether in writing or in performance) properly requires. The only possible mention of copying is in the second text, whose second stanza notes that those of acute enough understanding (the only people who ought to be allowed to forge) make such things that people in general don’t know what to do with them short of remaking them. But even this is not direct copying but rather remaking [refayre], a creative process based on re-creation. Forging (that is, fashioning, or making) is simply what singers (and composers) do: at issue here is the ethical value of that action, based on the engagement not just of doing (faire) but doing with learning (doctrine). In short, this song enacts one of the basic discussions of music theory – the differentiation between mere cantores and true musici – in a text whose presiding metaphor obliquely makes reference to the locus of the discovery of music theory’s basic tenets: the forge that revealed the rational basis of consonance. In effect, the musici who base practice on understanding can order their memories, whereas the cantores whose practice has no basis in theoretical understanding are doomed to the vice of curiositas.

Although the modern editions represent the refrain as if the different notations give precisely the same result, Anne Stone has suggested that the notational differences could be interpreted as creating a number of small sounding differences in the length of the notes. For those who see the meaning of the refrain as being bound up with a critique of imitation or copying, this adds a further layer of irony, since not only can these dunderheads only imitate but ‘even their imitation is imperfect’. Interpreting the rhythm in this way, the singer who goes second at first seems to rush to catch up, then corrects himself, then rushes again, corrects by holding a note a little longer, but not quite enough, and never quite manages to get his musical imitation exact. But nonetheless, the counterpoint works – the fabric of the music is stretched across its rhythmic frame, but not so much that it doesn’t still hang together – and the voices finish the refrain together with the word ‘forgier’.

Stone and Gilles Dulong speculate that the imitation’s rhythmic inexactness forces the singers to depict the incompetence of the music writers being described by the poem. Forcing them to enact what they dispraise effectively shows the performers to be the mindless instrument of the composer. However, in my interpretation the song attests to the ‘entendement ... si agut’ of those who are not forced into slavish copying
but can introduce workable changes and create something new out of something old. This goes not only for composers but also for singers who are making anew an already performed composition each time they sing it. And an inexact canonic refrain would not be incompetent imitation on at least two counts: first, because it would still work; and second, because the same inexact canon would be repeated exactly, three times, once for each of the three stanzas. In a strophic song, the triple repetition of this joke would make it clear that a seemingly cobbled together inexact canon – as if the singers are not quite getting an exact canon right – is exactly what is intended by both composer and singers. The inexact imitation in performance shows instead (once the listener works out what is going on) that the singers are not mindless imitators, just as the varied musical script for the two similar melodic lines shows that the composer is not a mere imitator either.

It thus becomes clear that the singers of this song – in so far as they may be identified with the sentiments they express in words and the reading practices they employ in making their melodies – view and project themselves as radically distinct from the people being criticized by the text that they are singing. Rather they are – as is more usual in the expression of first person lyric – identified prosopopoetically with the first person speakers of their texts, who are so appalled by the downgrading of reason and understanding in the practice of making music that they are not going to make it themselves any more. The congruent views of the two texts mark them as the double expression of a single voice, emblematic, perhaps, of the multivoiced making of the composer’s composition that a polyphonic song-setting makes necessary. In traversing the gap between the notational memorial cues of the song’s written trace and its sounding performance, the singers deploy the very rationality and understanding whose lack they deplore in other forgers of song.

This notation cues more content than it actually represents, so that once any performance of this song finally stops, its sounds are lost. Sounds cannot be written down per se, and the cognitive link between their external representation (the musical notes) and the now faded performance is held collectively in several memories. The understanding required to re-enact the song is thus ‘distributed’ across the group rather than owned by a single person. For modern performances of this song, this fact is a problem. The very complexity of this song – its play with the role of distributed
cognition in its performative making – means the range of possible modern interpretations of the notation is far larger than that of most of its contemporaries. We are even less sure about the relative pitches, intervals, note lengths and durations here than in other songs of this period, even than in other songs by Senleches. The memories of the singers who turn the music-writing of the composer into the music-making of their sonic performance are necessarily engaged in remembering a whole host of interactions in rehearsal, involving a number of decisions made together with the other singers, through discussion, doctrine, reason and understanding, none of which is represented directly in the notation.

The challenging nature of the notation in Senleches’ song means that singers of the song cannot simply ‘follow the instructions’; the musical notes are even more clearly closer to the nonlinguistic status of memorial notae than musical notation usually is; they point to what has to be remembered from the creation of the sonic product in performance. This is not just the case in the refrain. The notation as a whole cannot just be read off; it is rhythmically difficult and it requires the singers to realize, by sharpening or flattening certain pitches, a number of cadences that are deliberately deceptive. Each singer would have been performing not from a score where there was visual oversight of the entire musical piece, but from the individual line of a single part (whether visually present or imprinted in memory). In several places where the intelligent and experienced individual singer might expect that a certain kind of line is, given its contour, a cadence point, upon hearing the other two parts it proves not to be one. In rehearsal this would require a split-second adjustment, responding to the way in which hearing the musical whole confounds the expectations arising from reading one’s own line. Perhaps these points would result in the singers stopping, (mentally) noting the problem, and repeating the phrase correctly; or perhaps the wrongly inflected phrase would be passed over, with the offending singer retrospectively acknowledging his error by some gesture.

Alternatively, the rhythmic complexity of the song sometimes delays a contrapuntal resolution in the other voices so that the opposite occurs: the resolutions are correct but just don’t sound right to start with – the individual singer must ‘stick to his guns’ until the others fall into line. In some places the singer is faced with the choice of either not placing a cadence where one obviously should go given what he can hear in the other two parts, or making the cadence by singing an extremely irregular interval. The various ways in which singers negotiated these decisions
depended on expert decision-making that was collaborative, flexibly hierarchical (with the tenor often having most control of the sonorities and, perhaps, with the composer having the most say overall), and relied on external tools and representations (the visual aspect of the notation on the page or in memory, and the sound of the other voices).

So are we left thinking that this song, for all its cleverness, did its greatest cultural work in the rehearsal room? Did it serve only the social interaction of its singers? Is it just some kind of singers’ in-joke? This certainly forms the central part of my argument, but this will only make us dismiss it if we introduce later categories of value, and import more modern performance situations and practices. Not much information about musical rehearsal in the Middle Ages can be gleaned directly from the sources but it is possible to posit early modern theatre as a useful comparison. As with early modern theatre, the composer of a medieval polyphonic song was often one of the performers; the performers worked principally from their own parts in isolation. Simon Palfrey and Tiffany Stern have recently refocused the study of Shakespeare’s plays through the fact of their having been originally copied into, learned from, and rehearsed using parts. The interaction of the individual players in rehearsal and performance then becomes something with which a seasoned playwright – especially one who is, as was usually the case, also himself an actor – can work and play. This collaborative nature of rehearsal and performance has also been investigated by Evelyn Tribble using the modern psychological concept of distributed cognition. This combination of a focus on the division of a single work into separate parts and the use of distributed cognition as a way of investigating the collaboration necessary for the re-presentation of the work as a whole provides a useful way of imagining the rehearsal and performance of a song like *Je me merveill/J’ay plusieurs fois*.

Analyses of expert thinking have traditionally focused on individual cognition, whereas those that foregrounded instead the social and environmental nature of cognition typically led to qualitative analyses of ‘everyday thinking’ (about mundane activities such as supermarket shopping, for example). Edwin Hutchins’ study of maritime navigation on the USS *Palau*, by contrast, studied expert group cognition, thereby offering surprisingly close parallels to both the early modern theatre and, I would argue, medieval musical performance.

Distributed cognition typically involves a hierarchical structure of individuals, using external objects to represent things difficult to represent mentally, in a process that necessitates collaboration.
goal of analysis is to discover how ‘distributed units are coordinated by analyzing the interactions between individuals, the representational media used, and the environment within which the activity takes place’. Because the work in question involves more than a single toolless individual, the analysis involves a description of ‘how mental activity is externalized into the world, as people create external representation to support their own activity or collaborative action’ and, in its most rigorous use, a description of ‘its application in elucidating the architecture of cognition, where the cognitive activity is not simply mentally represented’.

For the early modern theatre the tools, artifacts and practices are the playhouse, the so-called plots (single folio summaries of actors’ entries), actors’ roles, plays’ verbal structure, the apprentice system and the organizational practices of companies. These things constrain as a way of enabling because a cognitively rich environment has an effect on the agent operating within that system. The example Tribble gives is the use of oversize buttons and levers in a nuclear power plant as a way of orienting the employees to ‘maximize “situation awareness”’. In this song by Senleches, the cognitive richness of the elaborate visual notation does exactly this – it maximizes the singers’ aural awareness of the canon, of its inexactness (if Stone’s attractive interpretation of the rhythms is right) and thereby of its composedness.

Tribble argues that the early modern theatre strategically underloads its actors’ rote memories by having them work from parts with minimal cues. Medieval music is similarly copied in parts, usually with no visual cues because the cues are given aurally in conjunction with the basic counterpoint training of the singers. Working from theatrical cues means that actors have to listen to the other actors rather than just reading the other parts silently; in medieval songs, singers have to listen to the other singers because they can’t see the whole musical framework in score and need to know the intervals their notes make with the tenor to sing their parts correctly. If actors listen to the other parts, much of the information they need is contained in what is in them. This is no less true of medieval songs: the contrapuntal hierarchy means that the context of the tenor in relation to one’s own part contains, if one listens, all the information required for realizing the interval content of one’s underprescriptively notated part. Component parts are not fully determined by the whole system, but neither are they independent of it because some (but not all) of their characteristics are changed by interaction with the system; as Tribble says, ‘good writing’ in itself – that
is, writing which is designed to be highly memorable – provides the most effective ‘cognitive scaffold’. It is this concept of good writing that Senleches plays with so thoroughly and so aptly given that his song deplores the bad writing (and singing) of others. His song’s notational play can only be experienced by those fluent in the distributed cognitive processes whose lack is the subject of the song texts’ critique. Accentuating the difficulties of these processes as a way of drawing attention to the expert status of the singers (and through them, the composer), lends weight to their censure of the bad song-making (composition and singing) of others.

The ‘fixed form’ of the balade provides the equivalent of the early modern theatre plot – a schematic diagram of the shape of the performance as a whole. The singers’ knowledge of pitch space and the conventions of movement within it (the making of correct progressions to perfect intervals by singing semitones in unusual places) enables them to realize the visual–spatial notation as audible–temporal music in much the same way as the space of the theatre and conventions of movement within it enable movement from a two-dimensional plot to a three-dimensional play. This kind of mechanism is a premodern one in which individual agency is directed, but not delimited, by these practices.

The distance between the notation and its realization is the space in which creativity lives, not because the singers have to make anything up, nor necessarily because there is a huge difference between any two performances of the same piece. Instead, this gap allows the composer to play the singers as his instrument without that making them dehumanized; they become his machine, or the machine of him. In fact, if the composer is one of them, it effectively turns the performers into a corporate body – a social extension of the individual. This collective subjectivity fits with the fact that two singers voice two poems that seem to emanate from a single individual’s point of view and are unified in the very refrain that throws up all the issues of copying, following, notation and memory. In medieval terms the three-part medieval musical machine – the three singers of this song – mirrors in microcosm the harmony of the engine in the sky – the music of the spheres – thereby signifying the rational and divine basis of human life itself. And although the singers act as a medium – like the coin that is stamped with hammers in the forge – like coin, they are not just a medium, a means of equating or translating one thought from composing mind to listening mind, but become themselves a commodity with its own particular value.
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